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Successful Woodcock Hunting

• Identifying good Woodcock Terrain by using onXmaps and Google Earth.
Both are excellent resources. 90% of the birds are in 10% of

the cover.

• Identifying Woodcock cover within good Woodcock Terrain.

birds are in 10% of the cover.

90% of the

• The Importance of timing the migration. Migrating Birds Vs Resident Birds.

Timing is everything

They
don’t get good at anything by only doing it
once.

• Dog need lots of bird exposure to become good at Woodcock hunting.

Map #1

• 90% of the birds in 10% of the cover. Had hunted
4.5 miles without a single bird contact before hitting
this short stretch where we moved 21 birds. Note
the distance from the edge of the actual water and
field edge. 30 -40 yards seems to be the ticket.
Earlier I was right along the waters edge.

Map #2

Pinch points between a creek, standing water and a
field edge. Again note the distance from the actual
water itself. My experience has been is if your feet
are getting wet there will be fewer birds. But you
want to be close to soggy areas and hunt just where
the dry ground meets the water.

Map #3

This area had several ponds and bogs. But
the birds were right off the edge of the fields
and an old road. Not in the soggy areas
themselves. EDGE EDGE EDGE!

Cover #1
In this picture my back is to the actual
marsh or swamp. The birds were in the
mixed greenbrier and WOODCOCK grass.
My name for the brown grass in the photo.
80% of the birds I move are in the
WOODCOCK grass.

Cover # 2
This is a finger that separates two fields
with a spring seep in the center. Again not
a single bird was in the actual seep itself.
All the birds were on either side 15 yards off
that seep in the WOODCOCK grass.

Cover # 3

This was pine tree cutover with really good
cover. Lots of WOODCOCK grass with
mixed greenbrier. I seldom hunt woodcock
without these protective vests. If you and
your dogs aren’t bleeding you probably
aren’t in enough cover.

Timing
• Resident birds live in that cover almost year around and only
migrate in harsh winter conditions. When flushed they are
typically alone and will fly a great distance from flush site. Be
careful not to overhunt these birds as you can cause them to
abandon the cover and not return.
• Migrating/Flight birds will typically be in larger numbers and
often only fly a short distance from the flush site and often give
a hunter and a dog multiple opportunities. Timing the migration
can be tricky and you have to play close attention to weather
patterns. Clear nights with a strong NW wind often bring birds
to the area. It is not uncommon to flush 15 or more flight birds
in a 15-acre area.

Dog Training
• There is no substitute for exposure. Woodcock don’t give off a lot of
scent and they are so small a dog will never spot one when just
passing by.
• Flight birds are the best birds to train with as they often only fly a very
short distance from the flush site and allow you to reposition the dog
for an ideal approach.
• Woodcock are perfect for the pointing dog as they hold very well but
will seldom, if ever be caught by the dog. Great teacher of
steadiness.
• You will know that your dog understands the game when they run
through the woods with their nose only a foot or so from the ground
and use the downwind side of good-looking Woodcock cover.

Thank you!
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